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2 full game free, hoyle, Our Morning
Reads: Diplomats With a Lot to Hide As
the spotlight continues to turn away
from Washington’s divisive health care

debate and onto the unfolding sex
scandal, a bevy of diplomats (and
their spouses and children) are

struggling to keep their “diplomatic
secrets” -- including many in the most
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powerful places -- under wraps. Matt
Baume, the U.S. ambassador to Morocco,

issued a stern warning to U.S.
citizens this week -- locals are just

as hot under the collar as their
American counterparts about the
possibility that their Moroccan
counterpart was slipping them

quaaludes, or illegal drugs, in order
to sleep with them. Additionally, U.S.
officials, according to an anonymous
source quoted by the New York Times,
found it unseemly to provide security

for two Moroccan peacekeepers who
allegedly molested the wives of a
family who had recently purchased
property from the U.S. embassy in

Rabat, the capital. “The Americans,
you could see by their demeanor, were
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angry that Morocco had allowed their
Moroccan counterparts to act in a way
that was inappropriate,” a Moroccan
government official told the Times.
“You could see that Americans are
furious that a diplomat of theirs

could use his position to facilitate
an offense like this.” There’s also

this: Twice, U.S. officials reportedly
found their Moroccan counterparts
partying too hard and too late and
relieved themselves in restrooms of

the U.S. Embassy in Casablanca.
Ambassador Baume’s warning about

quaaludes was “meant to send a message
to the U.S. community, which he felt
needed to be told that this kind of
behavior was unacceptable” and that
the State Department should “take a
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stand.” As for the Israelis and the
Germans, those who have a problem

should take it up with their
respective embassies -- the Israelis

are trying to keep silent on a
potential rape problem in the German
city of Königsforst, according to U.S.
diplomats, and the Germans are doing

everything
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